Builder Community

BriteLight
Redeﬁning
Today’s Smarts

No process change, no overhead

Electrical Community

Nothing New, same 4 wires

Sales & Design Center

No change, no learning - simply
an electrical (lighting) option.
We provide sales and
marketing materials!

Boomers to Gen Alpha
• Operates as a dimmer switch that
even grandparents are familiar with.
• Power and ﬂexibility for Gen Alpha,
adapting to an autonomous lifestyle.

Traditional Process — no change, no learning, no tech savvyness required. Works
out of the box as a traditional light switch.
Generation Doesn’t Matter — Adapts to everyone’s comfort zone.

Buyers can organically grow their comfort zone
A switch, a room, a ﬂoor to whole house

BriteLight is a simple switch replacement. Buyers can opt-in to purchase
BriteLight with any lighting option. The “Essentials” package gets you started.

BriteLight Essentials is a starter package
proven with many builders:
Title 24 code Compliancy
• Be it vacancy, occupancy sensing, or energy
eﬃciency, BriteLight has it covered.
• Over-the-air updates future-proofs any further
code compliancy changes.

Design Support
• Without disrupting your process, our team can
modify the existing electrical plans to optimize
the positioning of switches in the BriteLight
Essentials package.
• We work closely with your electricians on the
changes to basic plans and any options the
homebuyer purchases.

Marketing and Sales
• Our team works with your sales, marketing and
design center team to support home buyers with
any questions they may have.
• Home owner can subscribe to value-added DIY
services without the need for any additional
hardware or labor.
• We stage the model home as a whole house solution which reduces wiring for 3-ways
and labor cost. Ready for whole house control with placement convenient to the buyer
and maximizes energy eﬃciency.
• We also provide sales and marketing material to optimize the walk-through experience
for the model home.

Success Stories
Trumark Homes Purchasing, Northern CA
We realize “touchless” (something beyond voice control) is the next logical step in
smart home automation. When we came across the BriteLight smart switch featuring
Nuro’s Touchless Intelligence our ﬁrst impression was, “Why does this switch have so
many buttons?” The confusion was short-lived once we started walking through the
house only to realize what an eﬀortless experience a truly sophisticated
smart-solution can deliver.
Nuro’s advantages are clear:
• Installation is easy and it doesn’t alter our construction process.
• Simplicity and aﬀordable sophistication homeowners will really appreciate.
• Insights that help homeowners understand how their home can work best for them.
Optional services (e.g., DIY security) providing unique value that goes well beyond
lighting control.
BriteLight is oﬀered to our buyers in all our projects.

Redhorse Constructors, San Rafael, CA
BriteLight- wow! Finally an easy to use, all in one light switch! Super easy to install and
use. The app is very user-friendly and straight-forward. There are so many settings that
are adjustable for your preference. For example, you’re able to set lighting schedules for
the week/or weekend and BriteLight also learns your movement patterns to help adjust
when you do and don’t need your lights on, how cool is that?! This is the light switch that
everyone should have in their home/oﬃce/studio, etc. Here at the Redhorse oﬃce, we’ve
all had a great experience with the features of the light switch. You can say that we’re
enjoying our “touchless” future! We highly recommend Nuro BriteLight, you won’t be
disappointed!

New Home Owner of a Volume Builder, Sunnyvale
I have ~10 of these installed in my house. The initial set up takes some time, but is
rather straight forward with the app. There are lots of settings you can tweak if you want
to go beyond the pretty sensible defaults. At ﬁrst I wished it had better integration with
HomeKit but I’m not sure what I would do with that exactly, since I almost never manually
turn these lights on/oﬀ. I have them in the main halls set to turn on automatically based
on motion/ambient light and it has worked pretty nicely, so it just fades into the
background.

BriteLight

Website

https:/nuro.tech/builders

A Light Switch
The Magic is Inside

Email

sales@britelight.store

